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Epic Fall 2020 Upgrade - Inpatient 

Intended Audience: Providers that round on inpatients. 

Purpose: Highlight the inpatient big wins for providers in the Fall 2020 upgrade. 

 

Epic gets a facelift  

Providers will notice several changes in Epic on both inpatient and outpatient records.  This tip sheet will outline some of the 

inpatient and pharmacy “big wins” that providers may find valuable and timesaving.  Simple or cosmetic changes that are 

considered to be intuitive are not outlined on this tipsheet.   
 

Storyboard 

Storyboard gives you easy access to a patient's story, no matter where you are in their chart. Review key 

information, hover for additional detail, and click to take action. Activity tabs and information displayed in the 

Storyboard will vary by user role.  (See the Navigate Storyboard tip sheet for more information). 

A. Hover over any item in Storyboard to see more. 

B. Click information in Storyboard to jump to an activity to see more detail or take action. 

C. Click the back arrow to get back to where you were. 

D. Use Chart Search to find the information you’re looking for. 
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New! Shortcuts to Activities in the Patient Lists  

The new patient list tray includes shortcuts to the activities most frequently used when opening a patient’s 

chart.  

 

1. Click on a patient on your patient list to highlight the patient.  Click the activity listed in the patient list 

tray to jump in that activity inside the patient’s chart. 

 

 

 

Place Prior-to-Admission Medications on Hold for an Inpatient Admission  

Simplify resuming home medications later in the admission by placing PTA (prior to admission) medications on 

hold while reconciling medications upon admission.  Later when ready to order the medications simply unhold 

to start the medications.  THIS NEW FEATURE IS ON HOLD!!  GO-LIVE DELAYED!!! 

.  

1. In the Admission Navigator, #3 Reconcile Home Medications section, Select Order and Hold. 

 
2. Add the Hold Reason. 
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3. Sign the Order and Hold along with your other admission orders. 

 
4. The medication order will display in the Manage Orders activity as Held by provider.  Select Unhold 

when ready to start the medication.  Sign your order. 

 
 

 

 

New! Reconcile Discharge Medications on the Fly  

Save time by quickly reconciling new orders placed when a patient is close to be discharged by reconciling on 

the fly!  When discharge medication reconciliation has been completed and a new order is placed in Manage 

Orders, this makes discharge medication reconciliation incomplete, which can prevent the AVS from being 

printed and delay discharge.  This new option makes it quick and easy to reconcile orders for discharge right 

from the Manage Orders with reconciliation on the fly. 

 

When placing a new order in Manage Orders after discharge medication reconciliation is done, reconciliation on 

the fly alert appears. 

a. Click “Don’t Prescribe At Discharge” to reconcile the order at the same time as signing the order without 

leaving Manage Orders activity. 

b. Click “Reconcile After Signing” if needing to document a reconciliation decision other than don’t 

prescribe.  Clicking this option opens the Discharge Medication Reconciliation Navigator after signing 

the new order. 
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New! Clinicians Can Select Their Own Preferred Pharmacies 

Clinicians can now select a list of preferred pharmacies using the wrench button in the Pharmacy Search 

window.  These preferred pharmacies appear as default options when clinicians select pharmacies in the 

Pharmacy search window or in the pharmacy association grid.  

These default options come from multiple sources in additional to the preferred pharmacies that clinicians can 

now select.  For example, these usually include the patient’s own preferred pharmacy or the pharmacy he 

visited most recently. 

 Inpatient clinicians can take advantage of this new function defaulting pharmacies close to the hospital 

or open 24 hours allowing patient prescriptions to be picked up after usual business hours or pick up 

before leaving town for those that live outside of Omaha area. 

 

Click on Select a pharmacy in the lower right hand corner of the Discharge Navigator -  

     
 

Click on the wrench in the top right corner of the Pharmacy Search window. 

 
 

Search on the blank line below the previously defaulted pharmacies. 
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Use key words to search including address if available. 

 
 

Click Accept to save. 

 
 

Your preferred pharmacies will display as Suggested. 

 

 

 

 

  


